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ABSTRACT:
Since the first demonstration of electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) in 1944 and the first demonstrations of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) in condensed matter in 1946, the field of magnetic resonance spectroscopy has generated a continuous stream of conceptual advances, methodological innovations, and new applications that continues to the present day. From the results of numerous developments, magnetic resonance is now a central technique in nearly all areas of the physical, chemical, and biological sciences. So how can qualitative breakthroughs in magnetic resonance techniques and applications continue to occur after more than 70 years? The possibility of manipulating spin evolution in an endless variety of ways, which can be accurately described by quantum mechanics and mathematics, and the ability to control the dynamics of nuclear spins have been of general interest to the NMR community since the early days of the field. A celebrated example is Hahn’s demonstration of the refocusing of spin magnetization by the application of a suitable RF pulse sequence, as nuclear spins of a liquid dephase due to static field inhomogeneity. Numerous examples of improving quantum control in NMR are known within the community, such as enhanced radio frequency pulses that precisely implement a desired system evolution. This talk is centered on the dynamics of spin systems in solid-state NMR spectroscopy, which is a kind of NMR spectroscopy characterized by the presence of anisotropic interactions. The importance of solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance stands in its ability to determine accurately intermolecular distances and molecular torsion angles. Controlling the spin dynamics in solid-state NMR is mainly a theoretical problem, which consists of striving to solve the time-dependent Schrodinger equation, which is a central problem in quantum physics in general, and solid-state NMR in particular. The commonly used methods to treat theoretical problems in solid-state NMR are the average Hamiltonian theory and the Floquet theory, which have been successful for designing sophisticated pulse sequences and
understanding of different experiments. The Floquet-Magnus expansion recently introduced in solid-state NMR establishes the connection between the averaged Hamiltonian theory and the Floquet theory.
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**Directions To Pace Campus**

**Saw Mill River Parkway – Northbound**
Take exit 26, “Taconic State Parkway.” The first exit on the Taconic Parkway is for Pace University at Pleasantville – Route 117. At the end of the exit there is a traffic light. Entrance one to the campus is directly in front of you, straight across the intersection. Wilcox Hall (number 24 on the campus map, below) is the first building on your right. Parking is in front of it.

**Saw Mill River Parkway – Southbound**
Take Exit 29, “Manville Road/Pleasantville.” At the stop sign, turn left onto Manville Road. Travel 2/10 of a mile. At the stop sign, turn right onto Route 117 (Bedford Road). The campus is 3/10 of a mile on the right. You will see three entrances, marked three, then two, then one. Entrance one will be last. Then see above.

**Sprain Brook Parkway and the Taconic State Parkway – Northbound**
Take the Sprain Brook Parkway northbound. At the Hawthorne interchange, the Sprain Brook will lead directly onto the Taconic State Parkway. The first exit on the Taconic Parkway is for Pace University at “Pleasantville – Route 117.” See above.

**Taconic State Parkway – Southbound**
Take the exit “Pleasantville Road/Pleasantville.” At the end of the exit, at the light, turn left and proceed under the Taconic Parkway. Continue on Pleasantville Road to the third traffic light. Turn right at this light and proceed 2/10 of a mile. At the stop sign turn right onto Route 117 (Bedford Road). The campus is 3/10 of a mile on the right. You will see three entrances, marked three, then two, then one. Entrance one will be last. See above.

**Cross Westchester Expressway – Route 287 – Westbound**
Take exit 3 to the Sprain Brook Parkway northbound and proceed north as above.

**Tappan Zee Bridge and Cross Westchester Expressway – Route 287 – East**
After paying the toll on the Tappan Zee Bridge, stay in the right lane and proceed south on Route 87 (New York State Thruway). Get off at Exit 8A, which is marked: Route 87South/Rte 119/SawMill Parkway NORTH. Remain in the right lane as the exit splits. Follow the Saw Mill River Parkway North and get off at exit 26, “Taconic State Parkway.” Then proceed as above.

**From Manhattan and Bronx:**

**Major Deegan – New York State Thruway – Route 87 – Northbound**
Take exit 7A “Saw Mill River Parkway North” and follow the directions above.

**Route 9A – Northbound**
Follow Rte 9A north and exit at “Route 117/Sleepy Hollow/Pleasantville.” This will be a left lane exit. At the end of the exit, at the traffic light, turn right and proceed under the Taconic State Parkway to the first traffic light. Turn left into entrance one and proceed as above.

**Route 9A – Southbound**
Follow Route 9 into Croton on Hudson and take the exit for Route 9A “Briarcliff Manor.” Exit at Route 117/Sleepy Hollow/Pleasantville. This will be a left lane exit. At the top of the exit, at the light, turn left and proceed as above.

Map next page. Campus Map last page.
See the map on the next page. It is best to enter the campus using entrance 1 off of Route 117. Wilcox Hall is the first building on the right. The parking lot is in front of the building.